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Hispanic
Festival held
in Spadoni
Page 8

Coastal natnes
building for
high school
alumni
By Jen Coffin
news editor
A Conway couple, Thomas W
Edwards and his wife, Robin, will
leave their legacy on Coastal Carolina University, with their name
together on one of its buildings.
Both Conway High School
graduates, who remember the university when it held night classes
at the high school, the couple has
helped the university develop and
expand. The new humanities building. scheduled to be completed in
July 200 I, was recently named Thomas Wand Robin W Edwards
College of Humanities and Find
Arts.
uI have been impressed with
Coastal since the early days of the
the college," said Thomas Edwards.
"The possibilities for Coastal are
unlimited; we are proud to be a part
of this journey."
The university board of trustees approved the naming of the college and building during its Oct. 6
quarterly meeting. The $16.4 million, II O,OOO-square-foot Edwards
building will be the largest structure on campus.
"We are especially proud to associate OUf name with a university
that began rather humbly in

Continued on page 6

Editor's Note

Correction
In the October 3 issue,
Chanticleer covered Pi Kappa
Phi's reception for the fundraising which was donated to
the raising of the Mrican
American Monument on state
house grounds. Due to an
editorial oversight, African
American Association should
have also been mentioned, as
they were also instrumental in
fund-raising and contribution
to the monument fund. The
editorial staff apologizes for
this error.
The editorial staff of
Chanticleer is dedicated to
presenting the unbiased truth
in its news coverage. If you see
any errof in factual information in Chanticleer, please
email
chanticleer@chants.coastal.edu
or call the office at 349-2330.

ents go the
for hearts, AID
By Dan Grigg
managing editor
Among medica! organizations,
corporate sponsors and community
members. Coastal Carolina University students also got their hearty
dose of walking.
On Saturdav, several hundred
participated in a~three-mile walk for
the annual American Heart Walk
at The Pavilion in Myrtle Beach in
order to raise money and awareness. Along side of the event, more
than 100 walked in the AIDS
\\hlk. Both of the walks were held
Saturday only by coincidence, but
all of the walkers wanted to raise
awareness, money and help save
lives.
CARETEAM, an organization
of men and women devoted to

AIDS and HIV awareness, hosted
the AIDS Walk to rai e funds for
the ongoing battle with AIDS. Sue
Meijer, an active member of
CARETEAM, hopes to provide a
ray of hope for all men and women.
"CARETEAM is here to help,"
she said. "Our primary goal is to
expose all aspects of this terrible
disease. CARETEAM will never
stop fighting, neither should you."
Members from sororities, including Sigma Sigma Sigma and Phi
Sigma Sigma, along with fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi, walked the three
miles in an effort to raise funds.
Alpha Kappa Alpha members, who
also attended the walk last year
despite poor weather conditions,
said, "the walk was an excellent
cause, worthy of anyone's free
time. "
To thank the participants of the

alk, CARETEAM, along with the
pace donation provided by the
Broadway club, Revolution ,held
an after-event party with clas ic
music and great food. The buffet
was donated by several pon ors
including Domino Pizza, Pig and
Chicken in Garden City Beach,
and the Substation. While hungry
walkers feasted, raffle tickets were
sold in hopes of raising further donations for AIDS. Prize were donated from counties sponsors,
such as Medieval Times, Wendy' •
Papa John's, Dick's Last Reson,
and Xanadu and Revolution .
Money raised in the Heart
Walk will pay for research and educational brochures, while proceed
from the AIDS Walk wiIl go to
CARETEAM to help pay for
medicine and housing for people
with HIV and AIDS.

Night of 'Free' -dom, tude
absorb carnival fun for f ee
By Dan Grigg
'managing editor
The only thing more appealing
to the average person besides carnivals and good music, is free food.
For Coastal students, all of thef~
treats were provided, including a
little school spirit to top off the
night. Midnight Mania, a night
sponsored by Coastal's athletic department and Coastal Productions,
was held outside the Kimbel Arena.
The turnout, was by far, exceptional. Students, from Greeks to
cheerleaders. played like school
children and ate care-free.
Rides, like the spinning orbitron
and the trampoline-twist, tested

students' stomachs. while jousting all provided along with your choice
and big-glove boxing allowed oth- of free soda.
er the opportunity to pound on
"The food isn't my style, but I
fellow friends or foe. Games like have to admit it taste good and satthe pitching arm and the quarter- isfies those late night munchie ,"
back challenge, offered cool prizes
aid ophomore and Jocal health
and participants the opportuniy frea , Skier Byrne
to show off their skills.
Throughout the evening'
"The rides were all fun, but excitment and fun, Micheal Cousnothing compares to the jousting ins, a junior, D]'d the event, playtournament! It's a great way to ing a unique blend of today's be t
have some fun and at the same hip-hop. tudents and mentors
time kick your friend's booty!" ali e, jammed the night away ta said Sophomore Jessica Miles.
ing lesson from dancing mania ,
The food, much like the rides Franklin Ellis and Coastal' rna ot,
and events provided, was a definite Chaunce ~ Think Chauncey can
bonus. All-you-can-eat kebobs, bust a move? The step how folio barbecue sandwiches, plump ing his grind, blew onlooke away
hotdogs and fresh coleslaw were
Continued on page 17
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Schwartz publishes
guide to MLA
documentation

I(eeping in touc1.t costly
for students

By Dianne Sprinkle
photo editor

By Nicole Service
staff writer

A new MLA style guide, by associate professor
of English, Linda Schwartz, takes students through the
entire process of writing a research paper.
The Harcourt Guide to MLA Documentation,
being her second textbook, was released about a week
after school
started. Eager
students are
now using this
text in their
freshman,
sophomore, and
upper level English classes,
some upper level
business classes,
and a seniorlevel interdisciplinary studies
research seminar.
The
guide teaches
Associate English professor
students how to
Linda Smoak Schwartz has just
use standard
published her second guide to
documentation
MLA documentation with HBJ.
recommended
by the Modem Language Association (MIA) . The text
is also available at other colleges, such as the College
of Charleston, and through web sites, including
Amazon.com, Barnes and Nobles.com, and efollet.com.
Before Schwartz published her frrst text book, The
Schwartz Guide to MLA Documentation, in 1998, she
was unable to find a suitable guide to help her students understand the intricacies of writing a research
paper and documenting it correctly.
"Every semester. " she explains, "I gave my students
a packet of handouts that I called their 'research paper
kits.'''
The Harcourt guide features model research
papers written by Coastal psychology major Jessica
Lynn Piezzo and by William E. Files, a film major at
the North Carolina School of the Arts who attended
summer school here at Coastal.
A unique feature of the new book is its chapter
on documenting research materials taken from both
online and print reference databases. It also provides
students with guidance for doing research in a university library and on the Internet.
The comprehensive index of the guide was developed with the help of CCU Librarian Micheline Brown.
The guide is listed on Amazon.com and efollet.com,
which is a textbook bookstore.

In case you haven't noticed, a large
percentage of the Coastal population is not
from South Carolina. With so manx.people
from out of state, communication between
friends and family back home is a big concern.
Probably the most popular way to
get hold of people from back home is by
using a calling card, which are sold in almost every grocery, department, or convenience store, but there are only a select few
that are worth buying. Any calling card that
you buyout of a machine is probably not a
good investment.
' "1 bought a $10 card out of a machine,
and it didn't work at all. It didn't have sufficient funds and couldn't be activated. The
same thing happened to a couple other
people," said Robyn Mayhew.
The calling cards from Kroger and
Wal-~1art work every time, but they are not
exactly inexpensive. Sometimes the connection fee can be so much that it ends up being as much as 20 cents a minute. The safest way to go with calling cards is by purchasing a Sprint or MCI pre-paid calling
card, which assure you of a stable price per

minute and can be re-charged with a credit
d.
Calling collect hasn't gone out of style.
Many students simply call home collect and
let their parents handle the bill.
"My calling card didn't work, so I
just call my parents collect. It's easier than
the hassles of everything-else," said Shauna
Lair.

o

Technology is entering the world of communications at a rapid pace. With cell
phones that have local phone numbers to
their hometowns, students can call home,
use their designated number of minutes, and
not worry about long-distance charges. A
growing number of people are buying headphones that connect to their computers for
free long distance. Also, the power of email and instant messenger cannot be underestimated, and almost any student you
talk to will say that they communicate almost daily via the Internet.
Sometimes it can be tough to decide
how to get hold of people from home, but
there are many different ways to do it. It is
important to remember that there is no one
way to communicate; keep your eyes open
to developing forms of communication.

r '- - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Share the Word!
Sunday Evening Campus

Mass

t-------------------------------I

Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5

Nov. 12
Nov. 26
Dec. 3

7:30 p.m.

SURVIVE SPRING BREAK 20011
ALL THE HOTTEST
DESTINATIONS I HOTELSI
CAMPUS SALES
REPRESENTATIVES AND
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
WANTED!
.VISIT inter-campus.com or
call 1-800-327-6013
THE TRIBE HAS SPOKEN!

Admissions Building - Room 005
All Welcome!!!!!!!

Catholic Campus Ministry
(NEWMAN CLUB)
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Arena pans
still a drea
By Jen Coffin
news editor
The stretch of trees between the
Welcome Center and U.S. 501 will
remain stand.i.flg for another five to
10 years, according to ecu's Facilities Management.
CCU has several projects
planned for the institution and a
multi-purpose arena may be one
of them in the future. However,
funds have not been secured
for the building.
.. It's just a plan right
now, said Stan
Godshall, diPO

of Facilities Management. "It may
change 50 times before we build it."
When completed, the convention arena will be used for CCU
commencements, basketball games,
and as a concert venue. But nothing is set in stone yet, according to
Godshall. When the time comes, it
will be a decision by the Board of
Trustees and University President
Ron Ingle.
The first priority for the school
is the science building, said Godshall.
In
spring,
CCUwillgo
to the state
legislature
for funding of
the $35
million
construction and renovation of the science building.
There are plans to thin
out the brush and trees about
100 feet behind the Welcome Center, for visibility from the road.

Your Healtll

a e
By Kimberly Paugh
for the Chanticleer

00 you have a high cholesterol lifestyle ? 00 you find ourself buying a lot of prepared or convenience foods, do you eat food with gra: ry/
sauce? How about meat and other whole fat dairy products, ow often
do you consume high fat foods each week?
These are the types of questions you should ask yourself b caus
heart disease is the o. I killer in the nation. High levels of chole terol
increases your risk for heart disease, heart attac , stroke and oth r cardiovascular disease.
The liver produces most of the bod./s cholesterol and makes it into
packages called lipoproteins, made from lipids (fat and cholesterol) and
protein. There are three types of lipoprotein packages and each has a
different job in the body. VLDL (very low-density lipoprotein) carries
fat from the liver to other pans of the body that n ed it for energy and
repair, or to storage sites, like hips or belly. LDL (10 -density lipopro.
tein) is the "bad" cholesterol because pieces of it get stuck easily along
blood vessel walls. HOL (high-density lipoprotein) i "good" cholesterol. HOL finds the stuc LDLS and rescues them from the blood
vessel walls and brings them back to the liver.
The ranges that are recommended are: les than 200 for total cholesterol level, greater than 35 for HDL and 10 er than 160 for LOL.
The food that we eat contributes to high cholesterol levels, changing
your diet to reduce foods high in saturated fats and chole terol a ell
as increasing fiber, fruits and bean is an effective way to lower or
maintain your cholesterol level.
These steps lead to "lifesty) .. changes including watching your
weight, exercising regularly, quitting smoking, controlling blood pre sure and working to reduce extra stress in your life. All these combin d
can reduce the risk of high blood cholestero .
• HeIIltJr Prollllltilm News is a weekly col

1M

frrnn Etil Sigma Gamma.

A Bed & Breakfast
on the Waccamaw River
16 Elm Street
Downtown Conway

843-248-8199
CCU parents receive 10 Vc discount
Sponsorrd by Phi A/pJw VIera and Coasral's HOMrs Pro ram,
wirh Slipport from rhe 'aCcamaw Center for C,ultural

SPEAKERS FOR

and HiSTorical

1 dIes

DECEMBER COMMENCEMENT
Sernor class preSIdent, K. T. Matheny would like all
December graduates who would like to give the
invocation or benediction during the ceremony to
write a short page about why you would like to speak.
The deadline for all entires is

ovember 2.

Submit your explanation to the senior class
president's box in the Office of Student Activites or
to:
K. T. Matheny
4916 Signiture Drive, Apt 104
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579

Apply Now

Free alld open

(0

In onna .on:

The public.

9.2015

Join historian and author Da id
Hac et Fi cher, of Brandei
Univer i y a he examines how a
revolution in thought in the late
2 th century has given rise to ne
approache to hi torical thinking.
Fi cher is the author of Paul
Revere's Ride and Albion's Seed.
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What little they lrnow
Dear Editor,
There's a lot of talk going on about certain
organizations on campus, specifically the
MOcan-American Association and the NAACP.
These two organizations are quite different.
Many don't know the facts and speculate that
these organizations are the same. The MricanAmerican Association is a campus-based
organization that participates in community,
educational and social events. The AfricanAmerican Association is similar to Coastal
Productions but without the big budget. The
NAACP is a national civil rights organization
geared to educate and combat injustices in the
community and on campus. The MricanAmerican Association and the NAACP serve
different roles and purposes on this campus.

No one criticizes clubs like Ultimate Frisbee,
Surf Club, or the Fishing Oub. What do they
bring to this campus? Do they make anyone
aware of issues concerning the welfare of others?
Do they sponsor events for all? No! It's upsetting to know that people that vigorously try to
bring culture to this campus get the short end of
the stick. This outlandish behavior disgusts me. .
I serve as President of the African-American
Association and Vice-President of the NAACP. I
wear both hats because Brothers and Sisters on
this campus feel as though things can't be
changed because of this type of negativity that is
thrown in our faces. Things will never change if
people don't try to learn about the various
aspects that make up this campus. CCU wake
up! This campus is too small for everyone to be
so distant. This is my fourth year here and I still
feel unwelcome! This doesn't bother me because
I'm here by God given right and for a purpose
that I will fulfill.

I ask all of you, why is there so much concern
about the African-American Association and the
NAACP? Last tenn, when the NAACP was not as
active as it is now and I heard no comparison
between the two organizations. I heard people
Again I encourage anyone that wants to know
say, "Afro-Am is only for Black people." This is
more about these organizations to please attend
an untrue statement. Both organizations are
a meeting. The African-American Association
open to ALL that have minds open enough to be
meets every Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the
a part of what we do and who we are. I invite
Student Center, room 208. The NAACP meets
anyone, Black, White, Red or Yellow, to attend a
every Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in the Student
meeting or maybe the unthinkable ... join either
Center, room 208.
or both organizations. We do a lot on this
campus for all, but yet we get the most flack.
Any feedback can be directed to me at
The African-American Association is the
mopreme30@hotrnail.com
organization of the year for 1999-2000 and the
NAACP has been fighting for justice and
Sincerely,
equality for dozens of years, We have names that
Christopher L. Moore
are highly established on this campus and
President, African-American Association
deserve more respect than we receive.

E......II

chantic1eer@ccucs.coastal.edu
News OffIce

(843) 349-2330
.......... OffIce

(843) 349-2380

•

Meetings are held Fridays at
2:30 pm in the Chanticleer
office. Room 203 of the
Student Center.

•

Letters to the editor and submissions
are welcome from the CCU community. All
submissions should not e.xcttd 300 words
and must include name, pho~ number, and
affiliation to the university. Submission does
not guarantee publication.
Oumticleu maves the right to edit for
libel, style and space:.
Articles and editorials in 0urIItid«r do
not necessarily aprns the opinions of the
univttsity's student body. administration,
faculty, or staff.
Advertisements are paid advertismcnts
and reflect the views and opinions of the
advtttiser, not Clwtti&leu or Coastal Carolina
University.

[ COMMENTARY]

How would
the world be
different if men
had breasts?
"The size of a guy's penis
won't be a man's only problem."
Jocelyn Deas, Freshman
"I would nevetleave my
home, neverL"
Adam Justice, Sophomore
"Checking for breast cancer would be an excuse
way overused! Turst me!"
Eric Sauthoff, Junior

[ LETTER TO THE EDITOR]

Wondering why
incense not
allowed
Dear Editor,

Stop the Destruction With S.EA.
By Joey Mostella
staff writer

The question on my mind is, why did
everyone come to Coastal? I came to CCU
because of the beautiful campus in a naturistic
setting. I love the trees and view of a small
campus. As a former student at a rather large
high school, I can say that the size of the campus
makes an impact on students' lives. Here at
Coastal every student gets individualized care. I
S.EA. is a student
feel at home at CoastaL
organization on campus dedicated to the
protection of the environment at large. This
student-run organization stands for Students for
Environmental Action. Just recently I became
aware of planned developments at Coastal such
as an indoor arena. The clear cutting of trees is
said to start in the year 2002 .for the opening of
the new arena which will give the public an open
view of campus from Highway 501. The actual
clear cutting will stretch from the bookstore to
the new welcome center all the way back to
Highway 501.

The trees proposed for destruction now
provide a buffer zone for noise pollution directly
caused by the traffic on 501. Those same trees
also filter out a great deal of pollution from the
Highway. These are just a few of the problems
associated with the clear cutting of those trees.
Some students will be searching for rare plant
life in that area to prevent clear cutting. Other
students such as sophomore Beth Gunter will be
searching for the soil type in which the proposed
area will be built on. If the students of Coastal
Carolina University show their animosity
towards the clear cutting. this threat may end.
I'm not saying that the students of Coastal
have the ultimate decision, but without the
students of Coastal, there wouldn't be a university at all. Make your voice known if you have
an opinion. We may not stop clear cutting
everywhere. but we can slow it down. I am
personaly heartsick from the idea of clear cutting
trees. For more information regarding the clear
cutting, call 349-2383.

I'm a freshman here at Coastal and
there's something that has been
bugging me. Some rooms in the
residence halls are designated for
smoking, but you are not allowed to
bum incense in these rooms. That
makes absolutely no sense. Smoking
cigarettes and burning incense are
essentially the same thing, except you
don't smoke incense (at least. I hope
not). Besides, burning incense properly
is a lot safer than smoking a cigarette.
Incense is burned in receptacles
designed for proper use where
Cigarettes are held and smoked.
Someone could easily fall asleep or
drop it, thus causing a Hre. If incense is
burned properly it will not start a fire.
I'm just wondering why incense is not
allowed but cigarettes are. It makes no
sense to me.
I can understand why candles are
not allowed because there's an open
flame involved, but incense? Come on,
give me a break!

/oa[yn Lillis
Frtshman, Waccamaw Hall

OP][N][O
[ COMMENTARY]
WHAT'S Up WITH THAT?

[COMME TARY]

Sacrificing y p o e
Some people
number just fo a ca
exist just to make
of silly s ring
life difficult
By Nicole Service
staff writer
• All 1 wanted to do was my laundry.
1 had two loads. one dark, one light and it
should have taken me less than an hour and a
half to do. There were four open washing machines, and some guy walked in the opposite
door at the same time as me. He sprinted to
the washing machines and threw his dothes into
three different washers! 1 was left with one
washer for two loads of laundry. and he just
shrugged at me and sheepishly said, "I have a
lot of laundry." Did this kid think he was the
Queen of Sheba or something? No, the Queen
of Sheba wouldn't even be allowed to use three
washing machines.
Because of his inconsiderate machine-hogging, it took me almost three hours to do two
loads of laundry. I was way past annoyed by
the time I was done. I was even past upset. I
was seeing very dark shades of red. I wanted
to beat that kid until he was talking out his
butt and farting out his mouth.
It was a nice day, so I decided to go for a
little drive to calm myself down. The first thing
I did when I pulled out of Coastal was cut someone off. I didn't mean to, but I honestly didn't
see the guy coming. He gave me the offidal
road rage salute and sped by. I felt really bad
because I could have caused an accident.
I remembered that I had to stop by the
ATM to cash my paycheck and get a little bit
of money, so I thought I would swing by. I arrived right before someone else, and it t~k
me a little while to complete the transactIOn
because I had a couple of different things to
do. After about two minutes, the lady said,
"Are you going to be done anytime today, or
should 1 just go to another f*ing ATM?" I
gave her a look that mad~ her take a step b.ack,
but I apologized for taking so long. AgaIn, I
really was sorry; but I couldn't do anything
about it.
The point is that there are people that were
put on the face of the earth only to make your
life difficult. Like the guy who drives the exact
speed limit when you're late for work;. or the
waitress that couldn't get your order nght to
save her life; and don't forget the woman who
sits behind you and talks on her cell phone
through the entire movie.
But you are not above being impossible. You
cut in lines when you spot your friends; you
channel surf when others are actually listening
to a song; you drink the last of the Kool:Aid
and put the container back into the fn~~e
empty. Stop shaking your head, you know It s
true. Yes, people are difficult sometimes, but
frankly so are you. So shrug off those petty
annoyances, grit your teeth, and put a smile on
your face. Life's too short. Try to ,make yo~r
self a little less bothersome or don t complaIn
about others because what's up with that?

By Jen Coffin
news editor
Silly string can be oodles of fun, whether f?r decoration purposes or for a sneak attack on your friends.
Recently, I decided to pick up my annual supply at Toys R
Us in Myrtle Beach.
As I checked out my three cans of blue, green and
orange for the revenge on some friends, the pimply-faced
kid behind the counter asked me a question.
"Can I have your phone number?"
Caught completely off guard and disturbed that this
young boy wanted my number, I retorted, "Excuse me?"
In a pathetic stutter, he explained that the ~ompany .
uses the number in order to send me coupons m the mall.
At first I thought he came up with that lame excuse just
to get a date. I asked him, "Well if you'r~ gonna ~end .me
coupons, wouldn't you need my address Instead? He Just
said, "No, the company asks for the number," adding that
the companv won't call me or anything.
But, I t~ld him, "No, 1 will not give you my number. "
He shrugged and went on to ring up my purchase.
Sure: it may have been company procedure and
marketing strategy to ask customers for their home phone
numbers, but I don't comply to it.
Two years ago, when I worked at the Toys R Us in
Springfield. Va., I remember having to ask customers .for
their zip codes. but not their phone numbers. Wi~ ZIp
code tracking, the company was able to target speafie
areas who shopped at the store. But, with a phone
number, they will target individuals rather than a
community.
That kid may have said that the company wouldn't
call me, but what if my number was sold to a
telemarketing group, who would be happy to call my
house and bother me. 0 thank you.
As soon as an instructed robot on the other end of the
phone says, "May I please speak with Mrs. Coffin," I say,
"No, you may not" and hang up. Although I've heard
some tactics to rid yourself of these annoying callers. We
have the right to ask for the telemarketer's name, company name, phone number and mailing address. Then we
may also request for our name to be removed from their
calling list. If they call again, we can sue them and get
$500 per call. However, you're supposed to make that
request dear by speaking with their supervisor and also to
record when the calls were placed.
I guess you could say I'm a bit careful when it comes
to giving out certain personal information, but do you
blame me?
1 will be happy to give you my zip code, but why
should I provide my telephone number every time I want
to buy a pack of gum and pay with cash. Soon: some
brillant manager will decide to request other kinds of
personal information from customers. I'm thin~ng,
address, height, weight, shoe size and my favonte type of
music. I might as well fill out a personal information
survey every time I want to buy s~mething.
.
.
This is actually the first time I ve been to thIS partICUlar Toys R Us, so apparently coupons vould be a waste of
paper for me. I get enough ad flyers in the Sunday pap r I
receive at home and I really don't need an 'more added to
the collection.
So, anytime they as for my phone number, I'm just
going to politely ay no because it is only a request from
the company for marketing them eIve . And since I hardly
shop at Toys R Us, I wouldn't be a worthy targe

"'That's up CCU? I am
often amazed when I hear
students talk about there'
nothing to do. There are a lot
of different activitie you can
be involved in. We recently
experienced a great Hispanic
celebration, even though the
featured performer h d to
cancel becau e he wa sick.
Tonight, (it's Friday when I'm
writing thi ) will be a sho case of our athletic teams, and
even a step show by one of our
sororities. Li£ will pas you
b)~ so make each
moment count.

I recently made
the sacred pilgrimage to The real

Uni ersity of
South Carolina,
CLEMSO . I
was a lot of fun
o atch them
beat .C. State.
couldn't help
G
but notice the
orange tiger pa
on the tree ,and the sea
of orange eve
er ou
100 ed. The cheer eader
pumped the ero d up, and
the crowd actually responded to them. The
dance team 100 ed fanta tic, and pro . ded a 10 of
excitement for
pectators. The tuden displa
pride for the home te
a
they enjo ed the freedom 0
tailgating. ince Cle on i
a wet campu ther
some ako 01 cons urn d, but
the crowds ne er go out 0
hand.

I thought about an
important question on th a
home; why doesn't Coa tal
have more pride on campu .
You might say, "100 t ho
Clemson is nationall
ranked?" 0 a -that
doesn't make th real difference because I've pull d for
Clemson even when th ir
program was wea 1 onder
wha would happen if our
students could tail ate before
the homecomin gam ? Of
cours that' th onI 'm
you have troubl fin ing a
(and ou migh g t 0 'eep it
if don' go out a alftim,

pain
vard.
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Humanities building n~med
-SUNDAYSCatholic Campus Ministry Association meets every Sunday for
Mass at 7:30 p.m. in the Admissions BUilding 005. Can 3492301.

third Wednesday of every month
in Student Center 208. Next
meeting will be Oct. 18.

African American AS$ociation
meets every Wednesday at 2 :30
p.m. in Student Center 208, Call
349·2301.

-MONDAYSStudent Government AssoCiation
Senate meets every Monday at 3
p.m. in Wall 309. C.al1349.2355.
B$U. Bapti t Student Union,
meets every Monday at 6:30 p.m.
in Student Center 208. Can 349-

STAR. Students Taking Active
ResponsibHty. meets every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in Student
Center 204. Call 349-2337.

2301.

Outdoor Adventure Club meets
every Thursday at II :30 a.m. in
Student Center 204. Call 3492301.
FCA. FeUowship of Christian Athlete , meets every Thursday at
6:30 p.rn. in Student Center 208.
Call 340-230L

Pep Band, or University Band,
meets every ~1onday at 7 p.m.
in tlie Admissions Building 005.
Call 349-2301 .

-TUESDAYS-

-THURSDAYS·

Tempo, student featured magazine, meets every Tuesday at 3
p.m. jn Student Center 205. Call
349-2396.

CQaStal Productions Board meets
every Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
Student Center. Call 349-2326.
..WEDNESDAYS ..
ODK, Omicron Delta Kappa,
meets at 7:30 a.m. the first and

..FRIDAYS·
Chanticleer, student newspaper,
meets every Friday at 2:30 p.m.
in Student Center 205. Call 349·
2330.

.*

Listyour club's or organization's
meeting time for fret. E-mail
chantitletr@CCUCS.cttastal.edu ar call
349·2330.

court.sy dr.wlng

Thomas and Robin Edwards building will be the new home for the humanities at Coastal Carolina,
upon completion. The Edwards have been instrumental in the development of the university. The
drawing is an artist's rendering of the main entrance to the building.

Continued from page I
Conway and,is poised today to lead
the region and state in providing
outstanding arts and theater opportunities for students and for our
community," said Robin Edwards.
The buildings are named for
people who have made significant
contributions or who have provided
outstanding service to the university.
The College of Business Administration and its building is named
for the late E. Craig Wall Sr., a 10·

The TRESTLE

,

e

cal developer. The College ofNatural and Applied Sciences and its
building is named for R. Cathcart
Smith, a retired Conway physician.
In March 2000, CCU named
Edwards an honorary founder of
the universit)~ joining 58 others
who have had instrumental roles in
the development of CCU and the
promotion of higher education in
the region.
Thomas Edwards and his
brother, Philip Edwards helped to

e tablish, on behalf on their aunt,
Martha Williams Brice, the Williams-Brice Physical Education
Center on campus.
Thomas Edwards was associated with Williams Furniture Co.
of Sumter for 32 years until he retired in 1982. Robin Edwards studied English at Limestone College
and the College of William and
Mary. She had a strong interest in
the arts and theater, and has earned
38 titles in national and regional
pageants.

Writing Center
... because wrIters need readers.
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"The house praises
the carpenter. "
----Emerson

308 Main Street. Conway, SC 29526
GREG SMITH

&
LETICIA SMITH

Phone: (843) 248-9896
Or: (843) 488-9897
Fax: 488-0445

W

Served 11:00 A,,,......
Call and inqu·

about our delicious

luncheon specialtiB !
AI/luncheon sped iss served with R a
Salad and Homemade ourdough bread

hether you. realize it or not, the papers that
you turn in to your professors reflect who
you are. These papers have the power to
praise you and show the professor how much work you
have put into them, or they can let the professor know
that you just threw something t ogether at the las
minute. If you take pride in your or and give it
your all as you are writing your essays will continu to
p aise you ong after you've turned it in and ecei e
your grade.
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The truth
about
numbers is
out there

Your ad co Id be

ca 34

By Matt King
for the Chanticleer
2, 3, 5, II, 13 .... If this just
looks like an ordinary list of numbers to you, you probably didn't
pay attention in Math 101. Look
again! These numbers are all
primes and primes are, as you might
remember, very special numerical
fellows. As a matter of fact, every
positive integer can be written as a
unique product of primes. This is
the reason primes are so important
for computer security. The nature
and structure of prime numbers was
the topic of the philosophy club
discussion on campus on Oct. 13.
CCU mathematics professor Fusun
Akman presented her thoughts
about the nature and structure of
'primes. According to Akman, it is
easy to prove that there are infinitely many primes, The real problem is to identify an algorithmic
procedure which discovers them all.
"There is no effective procedure
to determine for any given natural
number whether it is prime or not,"
Akman said.
Currently the largest known
prime to man is 26972593 -1. But
research teams of mathematicians
are continuously looking for new
primes. Akman suggested that
primes might have "some sort of
fractual structure," but the details
of this structure are still unknown.
Towards the end of her presentation, professor Akrnan addressed
the philosophical questions what
numbers actually are.
"Some people believe that numbers are merely linguistic constructions and thus are dependent on
human minds, but I am convinced
that numbers are out there. Mathematical questions have clear answers even if we humans cannot
fi~d Qut what they are," said
Akman.; .
The sUbsequent .discussion fo}. cussed, among ot1!er the~, on the
_ ,.' futu%.!Ole.of artificial inie1ijgenc . .
'::t. " in . m~~ematical. research. Akfnan "
took a sk~ptical stance.
. "Ye~, there are new journals for
. computer assisted mathematical .
results," she said, "but these results
have really the status of conjectures
and should not be regarded as respectable mathematical proofs."
The next philosophy club discussion will focus on Plato's "Symposium." It will take place on October 19 at Barnes and Nobles in
Myrtle Beach. For more information, cont act the club-president
Steven Carr via e-mail at
mythos@gateway.net.

-2--~--.-

IMPORTANT OTICE about J.ill
•

Advance Registration on ednesday, 0 ember 8 and Thu da
ovember 9 will be limited according to the folio ·ng chedule:
ov.8:

Seniors (90 credit hours or more):
Juniors (60 to 89 credit hours):

:30 a.m. to noon
1 to 5 p.m.

ov.9:

Sophomores (30 to 59 credit hours): :30 a.m. to noon
Freshmen (up to 29 credit hours):
1 to 5 p.m.

Eligibility fo.r registration is based on credit hours earned plus credit hours currentl enrolled.
Students houl~ contact their advi er to chedule an appointment' complete the Regi tration
Form with their advi er; and have the advi er ign the completed Regi tration Form before
registering for classe . Transfer students whose first term of enrollment is 2000 Fall seme ter
should check with the chair of their department after October 26 for registration eligibili ,

.:.

Open regiStration is Friday, November 10 to Friday ovember 17,2000.
For best cour e election, tudent are encouraged to complete regi tration b Friday
ovember 17 2000.

.:.

The Master chedule of Clas es will be a ailable in the Office of the Registrar on
October 30, 2000.

.:.

Contact your ad iser and chedule an appointment to meet with him or her.
If you do not have an advi er, contact the department chair or the Office of the Dean in
the college of your major. H you are an Undeclared Major and do not kno your ad iser
call (843) 349-2934 or vi it Prince Building 212.

.:.

Complete a Registration Fonn, a ailable from your adviser or the coUege of our major.
The ignature of both the tudent and the adviser are required to proce a Regi tration Fonn.
Report to the appropriate regi tration entry area of your college as directed by your adviser.

Review your chedule following registration.
The regi tration entry operator in the college of your major will give you a print-out of
your chedule when your regi tration i complete. You a1 0 win recei e a flyer itb
information regarding financial aid, cholarship award
ition pay
t.
~'

-.' ..
.:.

."

Thition bills

To avoid canceUaf on of your course chedule, full tuition payment m
in the Bursar's Office no later than Tuesday January 2, 2001.
Check the Master Schedule of Classes for dates hen cl
Information:

Office of the Registrar
10/00

Office of the Registrar
Singleton Building 108
(843) 349-2019

begin.

COOTAL CAROU

U IVERSITY

Coastal Carolina University is an affirmative action, equm oppoT1uni institutIOn.
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Dianne Sprinkle/photo editor

The annual Hlspantc Festival, sponsored by the department of Multicultural Student Services and held in
Spadoni Park, included booths that featured different Hispanic countries, salsa dancing and the fourmember band, Mariachi Juvenil Guadalajara. Latin singer Luis Damon and his 10-member Salsa band
were not able to perform due to an illness, but that did not step the enjoyment of smooth Latin music by all
who came.

Depar~D1en~

of CaDlpus

aOBICI CUIlEI
48E HOT!!!!!

IMTaAi4uaA' IPOaTI
Volleyball
Entries Due: Tuesday, October 17 (TODAY!!)
Play Begins: Monday, October 23
$20 refundable forfeit bond required
** MANDATORY CAPTAIN'S MEETING:
Thursday, October 19 @ 7pm
at the Rec Center
Racquetball Tournament
Entries Due:
Tuesday, October 31
Play Begins:
Monday, November 6
** NO FORFEIT BOND REQUIRED **

HAVE ~OU CHECkED 0
THE MEW WEIGHT aoo

Recrea~ion

.experiencing an explosion of participation in our
classes. You must come discover what everyone
else already knows ...... aerobics classes are HOT!!!!

IMGFO AC

GE?

Call Steve Tribble at 349-2802-to get information on how
your class, club, organization or just group of friends can
reserve the Outdoor Adventures Challenge Course
located right here on campus. It is a inexpensive way to
lean AND have fun.

T

1M HOTLINE 349-2723

For more information, please call34~-2802 or stop by
~ET?????
_
the Rec Center a~d pick up a copy of the 2000-2001
Campus RecreatIon CalendarlHandbook.
Please stop by the new and improved weight room. All new
equipment has arrived and ready to use: treadmills, elliptical
trainers, free weight equipment and selectorize. And you have
to check out the cardio theater.

~~PA~G~E~1~O~.~T~U~E~SD~Ay~,~o~cr~oB~E~R~1~7'~2~O~O~O~~~~~·~·~ll~~~·~~&i~,,~~~P~~_~~:r.~~~~.~~~~"~"--------~---C-h-an-t-ic-lre"r

BYJe~ffi~}!Pn!~d houses make for a bloody good time
Candace Davis

~ac~w Pottery. Hours: 8 p.m. to

Students are on the bloody hunt
for a wickedly gruesome haunted place
that scares the living daylights out of
them. Staff of the Chanticleer ventured out to a few of these in the area
and lived to tell about it.
Nightmare Haunted House, cornerof 11thAvenue North and Ocean
Boulevard, Myrtle Beach, 626-0022.
Open Oct. 20-31, weekends, noon to
whenever and weekdays, 7 p.m. to
whenever. Cost is $6 per person.
If you like to play in the dark. this
one's for you. Expect to spend about
90 percent of your time in pitch black
windii1g through maze-like hallways.
If you're lucky, you may see random
prop set-ups, such as a bloody kitchen
and decapitated heads. Oh, and one
guywith a Jason mask will follow you
on your supposedly spooky joumey. I
think. he was the same guy who took
our tickets. With a low voice, he
wamedusofsnakesandspiders, which
we didn't see, and he banged a chain
against the wall. That's about the extent ofit. I'll leave the finale for you to
discover, but keep in mind, we allieft
laughing about the whole experience.
In all, we didn't get scared because
there wasn't much there to get scared
of, so it wasn't very much fun staring
at the back for someone else's head
for $6.
Dr. Scream's Haunted Asylum,

mIdnight, $6 per person
Doy~ enjoy haun~ houses? Are
you looking for something spooky to
do this halloween? Well if you said yes,
this place is without a
doubt, not for you!
The scariest part of the
entire experience is a
clear draw between
the two hour wait or
the actual loss of a ~rf~ g<><.><i $~. While
WaItIng mime you
h~ not the screams
of .gh~sts, but the
~hm~mg ~oans. of
1m~atJ.ent kids Wlth
theIr hal~-drunk f~thers, yelling to therr
~ady embarressed
WIVes to.get the~ another Mi~el~b !J~ht.
After making 1t lIlSlde
you realize the line is
longer than ~at of
Space MountaIn and
you ~gin to fear ~or
yo~ life when an mtQ}Qcated woman, on
Godknowswhat, says she'll keep your
ass warm by massaging it gently in
frontofher ~ther~eboyfriend The
actual house Itself lS so damn darkyou
not only can't see anything that is remotelyterrifying,youalsocan'tseethe

flights of stairs separating each room.
After recovering from the fall you realize the so-called monster standing in
front of you is wearing the same mask
yousawonsaleatyourlocalWalmart

or Kroger. Finally, after 10 minutes of
falling down stairs and hearing the
same Halloween theme song repeated
over and ova- again, you realize you
oould ~ sat at home for free, turned
out all the lights and whatched "My

Best Friend's Wedding" with your
overly sensitive girlfriend Now that's
scary! To put it bluntly, I'm more terrified of those " Tampax was here" commercials than that low budget sham
of a ghost house!
Save your $6 for
the trick-or-treaters,atleastoneof
them can give
you a scare.
0 the r
haunted places
include
the
Haunted Trail on
Forestbrook,
which we didn't
check 6ut, but
heard it was also
lame. As for anything else that
may be relatively
a good place for a
haunted house,
try Florence or
Charleston.
Charleston,
only a 2-hour
drive from here
and worth the gas
money. offers an array of Halloween
events:
GHOSlWALKCHARLESTON:
listen to authentic ghost stories from
actors while touring downtown. ContinuesOct.14. WashingtonPMk, 00(-

nerofBroad and Meeting streets. $10
adults. (843) 723-5375.
TOMBSTONE TOUR Explore
Charleston's history engraved in stone
while strolling downtown's colonial
and antebellum cemeteries. 10 a.m.noon. St. Mary's.CatholicChurch, 89
Hasell St. $16. Cameras allowed. TIckets available at event. (843) 766-2080.
MAGNOLIA GHOSTWALK:
Guided tours through Magnolia Cemetery for Conf~rate Ghostw31k including scenes from the War Between
the States. Continuing Oct. 14. Tours
every half hour from 7-10 p.m. $12.
Purchase tickets at CSA Galleries in
Northwoods Mall or call 406-1436.
Proceeds benefit the Confederate Soldiers Ground.
GULlAH GHOSTS: Sit around
a wann bonfire and hear thrilling and
chilling Gullah ghost stories 7:30-8:30
p.m. Ravenel Caw Caw Interpretive
Center, Hwy. 17 South. $10 Charleston County ~idents, $15 nonresidents. Register by Oct. 13. Call (843)
795-4FUN.
HAUNTED BARN AND HAYRIDE: Oct. 19-21, 26-28, 30-31.
Elsinore Farm (formerly Riley Creek
Stables), 4370 State Rd. (843) 3455971.
HAUNfED DUNGEON: Oct.
26-31,Coles County Fairgrounds,
Menilants Building. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Adults $3. Trlets available at the gate.

A Festival ofArt, Music, Theatre & Dance
October 13th-29th
Call 248-7200 or www.hcacwac.org
Celebrate The ARTS this week
with these arts events!
October 21 st -October 22nd
27th AnnualArt In The Park Waccamaw Arts & Crafts Guild
present all original works exhibited for sale. View crafts and
arts from the traditional to the avant garde. Located at the
Park at the old Air Force Base follow signs. Contact 236-7997
for more information.

Hallelujah Sing~rs Ocean Drive Presbyterian Church presents Marlena Smalls and her talented quintet. Come and
experience the Gullah culture of the sea islands of South
Carolina. Perfonnance take place at Ocean Drive Presbyterian Church at 4 p.m. $10 suggested donation at the door, $5
for students. Contact 910-575-5076.

October 21 st
Jay Ungar and Molly with the Long Bay Symphony Orchestra
The Rotary Club of Myrtle Beach with Coastal Carolina University pre ents "Symphony from the Heartland---A Musical
Celebration of the American Spirit" at Wheelwright Auditorium at 8 p.m. Call 449-2000 for ticket information. Proceeds
to benefit J. Lambert Schwartz Scholarship Fund.

October 23rd
Jay Ungar with Th~ Long Bay Symphony Orch~stra
An Educational performance for area school children at
Myrtle Beach High School Auditorium. Not open to the public.

October 22nd
Jay Ungar and Molly with the Long Bay Symphony Orchestra The Temple Emanu-El Concert Series kicks-off it's season
with a performance at the Martinique resort hotel Main Ball
room at 7:30 p.m. tickets for this two hour event are $20.00 for
reserved seating and $12.00 for general admission. Call 4492000 for more information.

"American Classics" presented by The Community Choral
Society. A concert celebrating the lOOth year of Aaron
Copland's birth. Other works composed by Randall Thompson, Jeffrey Van and James Mulholland. Premier performance
of Timothy Koch, new choral director for the Community Choral Society. 4 p.m. at Trinity Episcopal Church $15.00 at the
door. $12.00 in advance $5.00 student.
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October 24th
Glass Blowing Demonstration
Conway Glass will open doors to the "hot shop" to visitors
?f all ages. Watch local glass blowers craft hot molten glass
Into colorful vases, pitchers and paperweights. Admission is
free. Demonstrations every hour from 5 p.m.-9 p.m. 2416
Main Street in Conway. Call 248-3558 or email
- ConwayGlas@aol.com
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Sponsored
Don't miss Vivace! Too!! "A
Fall Festival" at Broadway
At The Beach where individuals & groups show talents
free of charge.
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[ FILM REVIEW]

'Dancer in T e a
power wort e e a
By Gretchen Fowler
film critic

Not that "Dancer in The
Dark" doesn't deserve major
awards, its already won Best Picture at the prestigious Cannes Film
Festival, along with Bjork winning
Best Actress, the film is perhaps too
dark and realistic for the sugartoothed Academy voters. Realism
is what Lars Von Trier shoots for
in terms of his filming style. He adheres to a strict filmmaking code
known as "The Dogma 95" style
which includes, hand held digital
cameras, natural lighting, little if
no makeup, and an untraditional
way of scoring (if you'd even call it
that.)
In Dancer in particular, this
film style proves very unconventional because the film is actually

Just how powerful is "Dancer
in The Dark"? So powerful that by
the film's last five minutes, I was
clenching my boyfriend's shoulder
with one hand, burying my face in
his shoulder in an attempt to shield
myself from the sobs that were
about to pour forth, while with the
. other hand, I held my best friend's
hand to comfort him as he cried and
sniffled so loud, I could barely
make out the dialogue!
But don't let me frighten you
away from seeing the movie, it was
a son of cathartic cry, one that felt
good, and besides, I enjoy anything
powerful enough to conjure up
such genuine emotion.
It reminds me I'm alive
and that there are still
things out there that can
make me feel the
epitome of an emotion.
If any of you
have seen director Lars
Von Trier's 1996 masterpiece (I don't use that
word often), "Breaking
The Waves," you are
aware at the extent Von
Trier can make the audience feel emotion, using for bait his heroine's
hopes, dreams, and
most of all, sufferings.
His heroine in "Dancer
in The Dark," Selma, is
not much different from
"Breaking the Waves"
' heroine Bess. Both
women sacrifice everything for the people they
love, despite their
friends' attempts to stop
them(in this case
Catherine Deneue is
among those). Bess and
Selma become modem
courte sy photo
'Dancer in the Dark.' starring Bjork. is a
day martyrs. Some
powerful film of a Czech immigrant secretly
could criticize Von
saving money for her son's operation.
Trier's films as being sexist, as women are suffering awful extremes to save men, a musical! No joke, a musical!
but in a Lars Von Trier film most Selma spends much of her time esprecedence are tossed out the win- caping into the world of her beloved
dow, and besides, he loves his hero- musicals to deal with her horrenines.
dous reality. Reality vs. Dreams is
Bjork is heart wrenching a quite a prevalent theme in "Dancer
the Czech immigrant Selma, who in The Dark." Von Trier emphasizes
works all day in a factory. secretly this by altering the film's coloring
saving up money for her son to re- when he takes us into the world of
ceive an operation which will save Selma's musicals. Interestingly, the
him from the hereditary blindness ~usic is not live, as the Dogma code
he is suffering from. This is Icelan- would seem to imply.
dic singer Bjork's first starring role,
The jump from such realism
and if this girl is not given an Acad- to such contrived, staged filming
emy Award nomination for her may tum some people off, as may
amazing portrayal, there is ome- the ometimes unbelievable story.
thing seriously wrong in the cos- but aU this is done deliberately to
mos.
take the audience in ide Selma's

world as much as possible. This
film is groundbreaking in its attempt at revamping the American
musical.
Audiences will probably either love it or hate it, but not much
in between. However, just gi re the
film a chance, its story is beautiful
and full of so much depth. I could
go on and on writing of the endless
themes and observations I came
up with for the movie. I \\-ilJ mention its obvious commentary on

the extent that the American dream
can go bad, for both immigran
and natural born American . But to
do that would go too much into
the plot, which I prefer to leave for
my readers to enjoy untainted. The
mm pays homage to just how much
the American musical gave comfon
and beauty to people of all nationalities. In paying homage. it bre
new ground that I urge all of you
to challenge yourself 1th. This i
one powerful film!

unday, Oct. 22

By Dan Grigg
managing editor
apster's demise, copyrighting
downloading music for free
have all been common topics in
the media today. People are becoming frustrated due to the loss of
easily attainable music from the
web. Music fans scour the internet
searching desperately for links to
free music.
Within all the news, hidden
between all the aggravation, are the
artists pleading for their exclusive
rights to the actual an or music
they've mastered.
An organization has emerged.
designed to aid in the battle (or
protective copyrights known as
The Artists Against Piracy. The
.MP, a rather new organization, is
soley committed to educating the
public about the value of music.
The AAP is far from radical as most
may concieve. Th organization
believes listeners should hav a
choice to obtain cheap mu ic, because music is an an which should
be available to all society.
The only catch is, the organization strongly believes in an
artist's compansation for all music sold. Simply, companies like
apster not only makes money off
music not created by them, but
they also make music soley a profitable market, srtiping its artisic
value. The group truly wants to
conserve America's primary form
of art without" crewing" the consumer.
1\1any bands have become actively involved in AAP's que t for
saving the music. Bands, like Blink
182 and Ziggy Marie r upport the
~thjcs,

foundation and disagree in the theft
of the music, no in the financial issues of musical privacy
AAP is not attempting to strip
the interne of o-called free music
websites, but rather create a compromise between consumers and th
artists themselv . 0 matter ho
the organization atta
the problem, support from both sides \\111
aid in a solution both parti s
actually contribute to
The group launched a web ite
July I], 2000, wh
it listed th
principles and the justification for
its
member's
ie
Artistsagainastpiracy.com ha
recieved million of hi and many
of the dicus ions 0 the webite do
not necessarily agree 'ith this
group's stance. In th forum, harsh
vie
from supporters of ap ter
and other music trade technologie
complain of the artsist's increasing
greed and financial stature.
One user, '"+to identified himself at 'Elevated Cracker,' was espeho
cially spiteful again t th ani
are a member of this organization.
He said, " [A]ll the names i sa' e
tho e of 0 e hit wonder , sell outs,
and band who stood to make mon
from the current channel of mu ic
distribution. I agree 100%, they are
greedy slobs, who on any normal
day j would not list n to much les
0'
pirate their mu ic anyhow. I
who the true artists are, they are in
the background."
A poll on the Wi bite' op ning
page asks, "If you dO\\71loaded an
album for free from th Interne and
you liked it, would you then be mo
Ii 1, orl s Ii el to b th CD?"
As of pre s, 89<M 0 u er on the
web ite said 'ye ',the
'ould be
more likel ' to bu the CD
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One of the oldest holidays is
Halloween and our modern celebration of it is a descendent of the
ancient Celtic fire festival called
"Samhain," a All Hallowtide, the
feast of the dead in Pagan and
Christian times. This signals the
close of harvest and the initiation
of the winter season, lasting till
May.
The holiday has had many influences from the Roman's Pomona
Day, to the Celtic festival of
Sa~hain, to the Christian holidays
of All Saints and All Souls Days.
The Celts lived in what is ~ow
Great Britain and Northern France
and they worshipped nature. The
sun god was their favorite and he
commanded the Celts' work and
rest times, and he made the earth
beautiful and the crops grow.
The Celts celebrated their New
Year on ov. I, with a festival and
marked the end of the "season of
the sun" and the beginning of "the
season of darkness and cold."
The Celts believed, that during
the winter, the sun god was taken
prisoner by Samhain, the Lord of
the Dead and Prince of Darkness.
On the eve before their new
year (October 31), it was believed
that Samhain called together all the
dead people, who would take different forms, with the bad spirits
taking the form of animals. The
most evil taking the form of cats.
On Oct. 31, after the crops were
all harvested and stored for the long
winter, the cooldng fires in the
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homes would be e. ·tinguished. The
Druids, the Celtic priests, would
meet in the hilltop in the dark oak
forest (oak trees were considered
sacred). The Druids would light
new fires and offer sacrifices of
crops and animals. As they danced
around the the fires, the season of
the sun passed and the season of
darkness would begin.

'VVhen the morning arrived the
Druids would give an ember from
their fires to each family who would
then take them home to start new
cooking fires. These fires would
keep the homes warm and free from
evil spirits.
The three-day festival. that
started on Nov. 1. was named after
Samhain, which honored both the

sun god and Samhain. Many people
would parade in costumes made
from the skins and heads of their
animals. This festival would become the first Halloween.
During the first century the Romans invaded Britain. They
brought with them many of their
festivals and customs. One of these
was the festival know as Pomona

Day, named for their goddess of
fruits and gardens. It was also celebrated around Nov. 1. Mer hundreds of years of Roman rule, the
customs of the Celtic's Samhain
festival and the Roman Pomona
Day mixed into one holiday.
The spread of the new Christian religion influenced throughout
Europe and B~tain. In the year 835
AD, the Roman Catholic Church
made Nov. 1 a church holiday to
honor all the saints. This day was
called All Saint's
Day, or
Hallowmas, or All Hallows. Years
later the Church would make Nov.
2 a holy day. It was called All Souls
Dav and was to honor the dead. It
wa~ celebrated with big bonfires,
parades, and people dressing up as
saints, angels a~d devils.
But the spread of Christianity
did not mak.e people forget their
early customs. On the eve of All
Haliows. Oct. 31, people continued
to celebrate the festival of Samhain
and Pomona Day. Over the years
the customs from all these holidays
mixed. Oct. 31 became known as
All Hallow Even. eventually All
Hallow's Eve, Hallowe'en, and then
- Halloween.
The Halloween we celebrate
today includes all of these influences, Pomona Day's apples. nuts,
and harvest, the Festival of
Samhain's black cats, magic, evil
spirits and death, and the ghosts,
skeletons and skulJs from All
Saint's Day and All Soul's Day.

Campus: The Legend of Franl( Little

B\

~j,ok ,>",,,«.

Most people don't know this. but
the history of Coastal Carolina University dat back to 1954, , hen th
people of Hony County decided to
open a junior college that would mee
after-hours in the high school. That
continued for six years. until in 1961,
Burroughs Tunber Compan r and International Paper Co. donated the land
~here Coastal is today. That i when
our story begins.
Burroughs thought the ground
were completely desened because h
used them for forestry purpo . They
were there to cu d \11. But d pinto
the woods, there lived a man named
frank little. frank indeed, a mall
man, once married with five children.
but left his family becau h Q uldn't
overcom his alcohol p bern.
One night in 1951 . h simply got
out of bed, grabbed hi jacke and a
bottle of whi ke ~ ran a ray, and no on
heard ofhim again for three _rears. He
was ashamed oh,hat h did to his \ViIi
because he loved h dearly, and h
vowed ilia no one \, uld ever kn
what had
orne of him. So \ hen h
heard 'ord of the nC\\· universi that
was going to be built right on ~op of
hi home, he committed sui ·de.
The people of the community
raised mrer $31 7. 000 and una, 'are of
any existen e of Frank. ground \\
broken 1 than a year ter. But b r
the time they found Frank little' d composing bod)~ it ras unidentifiabl
and construction official a ed to
keep the situati n qui t because plan
for th college w re rno ring along
vell.
It just so happen d that littl
had lived right \'there they built the
Edwaro M. Singleton building. the first
one on campus. In 1962, llO students filled the halls of the Singleto
building for the first tim and that was
when the Uinciden started.
It first happened to a youn I dy
named Diane Glibn ~ probab on of
the funniest, et dum
ever grace the sch 1. h

Alice, the ghost in search of lost love
B~'
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off the mark

by Mark Parisi

oft the mark

by Mark Parisi

www.offthemark.com

AUCf:
ontinued from a e 13
In one incident, the Wilcox
family was visiting The Hennitage, and a young girl, engaged to
be married;was staying in Alice's
old room. One night, while sitting in the room, she got the feeling she was not alone. Suddenly,
the temperature dropped to freezing, her hand was lifted by a force,
and her engagement ring was removed from her hand. The ring
was suspended in the air for a
split-second and then dropped to
the floor. As soon as the ring fell
and hit the floor, the temperature
became normal and her chilled
feeling passed.
According to legend, Alice returns to the plantation in search
of the ring· of her beloved, the
same ring her brother in his rage,
had thrown into the inlet. .Alice's
ghost is not harmful, just lonely
and brokenhearted.
Also, it is believed that Alice
would appear to anyone who
walked around her grave 13 times
backwards with a ring in their
hand. If you feel a gentle tug at
your ring, don't be alarmed, it's
just Alice checking to see if it is
her lost ring.

HORROR·SCOPES
By Freaky Tiki Prophet

-CAPRICORN-

Dec.22-Jan.19,

Feb.19-Mar.20,

July 23-Aug.22,

Your radio will only play New Kids
on the Block and Vanilla Ice.

You are almost finished wi~ one .of
the two major papers you have due
for English when all of sudden your
computer crashes, taking you with
it.

-AQUARIUS-

Jan.20-Feb.18,

12RW9t
13e.ch
14 MIcrophcM_ (liang)
15 Cirdt

16Reeort
17 God oIWIf
18 One who

48 ClaIm; charge
23 Dog
49 8eYenIgt
24 Just
51 From Gr. Arts (comb. form) 25 ~ of the
52 43,560 Iq. ft.
American Revolution (abbr.)
53 Take IdvIntage
26 shed of ippI'OVaI
54 Type
29 card game
55 Foolww
30 WIne cask
56 Half qt. (abbr., pl.)
31 Enzyme (1Uf.)
fiT PIg paM
33 Afternoon .tlow

IIICIther out DOWN
20 WIIhout purpoee
1 Poet
22 MuIicaI performaIa
2 Melody fO( one wice

24 F~
27 Rough casing arOlRI Reds
28 <Ih Greek letter
32 PertainIng to an animal pew

3 Remitted
4 R..ty
5 Rhea
6 Fix

~L~

7F~

3S TidbIt
38 Age

8 Lester
9 Wheel

37 Single

10 Squeezes

38 Uttering
41 Intertwined
44 Ch\r'ch platform

11 Snafu

19 Gave beck
21 Virgin Mary

304 HwIIIIIn dish
3801de1t
39SlIdcotf
o4OL_
41 Bad cae of the
42WeeJtr.J
.c3Ak (comb. form)
..slope
46 Aity; eeriaf
47 Spoils
50 Copper or bronze money

-LEO-

As you enter into this week you

will feel confident about your
classes and have plenty of time
to accomplish everything. But
as everyone knows, a good thing
can only last for a short time.
This weekend, you are going to
die

ACROSS
1 Bottom
5 BI; ICfaP
8 Stop the flow

-PISCES-

You will have the worst week of
your life. Just when you think it
can't get any worse, it does.

L.D.st Issu.e's

~tiOt'\

-ARIES-

Mar.21-AprilI9,
After pulling an all-nighter )lou begin
to hear voices and they never go away.
They start to drive you MAD!

-TAURUS-

April 20-May 20,
You think you are having that reoccurring dream where you wake up in
class in your underwear. You aren't
dreaming, your worst nightmare has
come true.

-GEMINI-

May 21-June 21,
You die. twice.

-CANCER-

June 22-July 22,
After waking up from a night of partying you roll over to find a dog lying beside you ... you
over to the
other side and see the feet of a
Marilyn Manson look-alike.

ron

-VIRGO-

Aug.23-Sept.22,
You and your significant other will
get in a fight using only rot~en
tomatos.

-LIBRA-

Sept.23-0ct.23,
Baywatch is suddenly taken off the
air permanently. ..which completely
ruins your life.

-SCORPIO-

Oct.24-Nov.21,
It's just one of those weeks when
it's coming out of both ends.

-SAGITIARIUSNov.22-Dec.21,
Your life is actually reduced to believing in horoscopes like these.

Help me Lollita!!

Lollita,

My man is obsessed with the
"Gentleman's" club. He goes there
practically every night and does not
come home until like midnight or
later. Am I not enough for him?
He just started this daily ritual
about three months and we have
been together for almost two years
now. Is he getting tired of me? Do
I not tum him on anymore? When
he finally does get home from the
clubs, he feels frisky, but it just
seems like he needs the club to get
him going. I just don't know how
to'break his habit. I need help!!!

You probably do not get many
questions like this from guys, but I
need some advice. I am in a man·
agement position at my place of employment. This means that there
are several people that work under Dear Ladies:
me and that I am in charge of.
My roommate and his former
Most of them are my friends, and
sex
partner
recently decided to end
we all hang out occasionally. The
other night we were at a party and their year-long "se>..ual relationthings got a little wild. I do not ship." We have di cussed his feelwant to go into details, but I felt ings for her, and he swears tha he
that I was taken advantage of by a hates her guts. However. I am infew of my employee. I was in an terested in her on a more per onal
altered state of mind at the time, level. In fact the girl and I have
and now I do not know what to do gone out on a date, and I really
when I go to work and have to face like her. Do you think that it would
be wrong for me to pursue her?
these people again. Please help!
Could you also include some pointMolested Manager ers on how to go about doing so?

Lonely-Waiting at Home
Dear Lonely,
Have you ever thought about
joining your man at the club? It is
not for everyone, but some girls
get a kick out of it. You could also
pick up a few tricks to treat your
man. Maybe give him a personal
• striptease of your own. There are
instructional videos at your local
adult video-store that can inspire
you as well. And, hey you may find
a new profession. Joking!!
Anyway, if stripping or seeing
others strip for your guy is not your
idea of fun, then sit him down and
explain how his actions make you
feel. If he is worthy. then he will
understand and at least cut down
on his visits to the clubs. If his
actions continue and he does not
care how you feel about it. then
maybe he is not even worth it. And
if he is spending the rent at the dub
then he definitely needs to be
straightened out.
You also have to think about his
side of it. Maybe he likes going to
these clubs because the girls there
boost his ego. He could be getting
the ego stroking he is not getting
at home by beautiful half-naked
women draping all over him. So
try making your man feel good at
home and he will not feel the need
to go on his nightly outing to the
"Gentleman's" club.
I am not saying that you should
start. walking around your house in
nothing but a g·string (even though
I am sure he would not complain).
Just maybe pay attention to his
needs sometimes. Admire him and
ask him what he wants occasion.
ally. That is what the girls at the
club do.
So hopefully your man will start
staying home with you at night. If
not, then maybe it is time to find
someone who will.

Big Pirnpin' Spending Cheese,
Senior Music Major

Dear Molested,
I'm sorry to have to tell you this
but you are as muCh at fault as these
employees of yours .. Being a manager of others means that you have
to be a little more responsible about
your actions. Your employees have
to look up to you and resp«t you,
and as a manager, you are going to
have to show a little au!h0rity over
them. How are they going to do
this when they see you passed out
on the couch the night before with
drool and vomit dried on your face?
This does not mean that you
cannot hang out with your friends
and have fun. It does mean that
you are going to have to show some
control.
I am not saying that what your
employees did was right or anything
like that. It is very wrong and sad
for anyone to be taken advantage
of. What they did was very wrong.
You did not give me any details
so it is very hard for me to give you
any kind of advice, but there are
really only two things you can do.
Actually, there are three, but one
involves quitting, and I doubt you
want to do that. You can also ignore the situation when you go back.
to work and act like nothing ever
happened, or you can grow up, take
responsibility for your actions, and
talk to your employees. If you remember who was involved, you
might want to take them aside and
have a little chat about what happened, but that is totally up to you.
And next time you go out with
your employees you might want to
think about not having that next
drink.

Daysha: ow Big Pimpin·, are
you really that desperate that you
have to resort to pursuing yol..r
roommate's sloppy seconds? Leave
well enough alone. You and your
roommate seem to be getting along
just fine. Don't complicate things
by picking up where he left off. The
opposite of love is not hate .. .it is
apathy. Hate is just as strong an
emotion as love. So, my advice to
you is to stay out of your
roommate's garbage pail. It's kind
of stinky. I can smell the fumes
from here. There is more to that
story than you knOw.
Kayatta: O.K., Big Pimpin' as

you win, I see a problem alrtady.
You're skipping over the fact that
your roommate just might xtually
be a close friend of yours in the
same respect. Maybe you need to
decide how close the two of you
are before you consider a relationship with his ex. True, you called
it just a sexual relationship, but
sometimes feelings comes with sex,
"even for a man." Would the relationship between you and your new
chick also affect the relationship
between you and your roommate?
If not, then all I can say is tell her
how you really feel. As for her. doe
she harbor any old feelings for your
roommate? Before you go on with
any more dates, you need to know
where this girl's head is at. Try being blunt and understanding. If she
hesitates, then she might still be a
little hooked up on door o. I. But
if she is ready to make a change,
then this bud just might be for you.

Dear Woman2Woman:
I am interested in a girl that is

Barenaked Ladles

Velveeta

Manlyn Manson
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current! ' dating someon .
dition, her bo .friend i bo
tally and ph ically abu i' to her.
He doe not show her an 1 affection, attention, or love. Thi gu
doe not even take her out. Recentl " I have noticed that halo
has brui e on her bod . Ho can
I go about breaking up their relationship? Do you thin that i
wi for me to interv n ?

Hi Ladi

Michael Cou in
Junior Elementary Education
Major
Da ha: Dear Mike. First of all,
wh are ou trying to pursu mone that i already in a relationship? I need to under tand that
first. But, it seems like you care
about this girl more than she care
about herself. The first law of nature is self-preservation. Obviousl ,
she was absent from "Animal Instincts 101" when they taught thi
course. Even the dumbe t animal
will try to flee if you hann them.
If you really think that she is worth
it, talk to her, only a a friend.
Don't force the idea of a relationship on her right now. The last
thing she needs is more pressure in
her life. Be supportive and let her
know how you feel, both about her
and her cunent relationship. Most
importantly, let her know that you
are there for her whenever she decides to make that move. But, you
can't put your life on hold for her
either. The plain truth is that some
women EVER build up the
strength to wal awa from these
volatile relationship .
Kayatta: Hey. Mike. Sad situation, right. So you want to be the
one to tell this girl that her man i
no good for her. Good Luck. Let
me tell you that the last thing a
woman wants to hear i something
about someone they love. Women
are funny. Women like affection.
Women like attention. Women
do not Jike to be alone. A woman
might know he is % II, but will
still be with the guy just becau .
So, if you real1 want to voice your
concern and opinion, then do so
and run. I can see her face no
(screaming at you telling ou to
mind your business). Then you are
gonna wish you ta ed ou of i
However, an abusiv relationship
is definitely not a good relationship. She needs help, and it is

wome?

enior Educa .on

w,nuur 2 ~man JengnateJ r
the average pe n It I not a ma
tJUlnc-/u t the POint of 1rW 0
women. With two totall lliffrrOlt perspective. EVERYO 'E In 'ltd
submityour questto Pluse Old all
lette
a"d
que t,on
to
workme4real !'yahoo com (Ka IlttA)
and
DatlllcutuO 1 1101 com
(Days1ul). ~ will be mort th«" lui
to giJ1t you the best pos ible aJVla /
we both fotl the need to a
ur
questiDn, trust me. we Will However,
you art mort than welcome to Ttl( t
th4t.

DIIWAr 'ID

By Canaace DaVIs .

Ask anyone where you can find a place in Myrtle Beach that invites the most talented acts and bands to
perform, and what will they say? The House of Blues is usually the response.
On Oct. 25, the House of Blues will live up to its standard of bringing the best live performances to the
Myrtle Beach area. The platinum recording artists, Blues Traveler, will hold a concert on thi~ date. Fans of the
group who wish to get tickets shoUld do so now. You can call ahead or visit the website at
www.hob.com and purchase tickets for $20 each in advance. If you wait until the day of the
':::;,.:. :": ·:::;.:::·:·)r::t::::;::::I::?{rm.tl.~~:\n~!:;~:~.::~nj~;)f=t·:l!;·~rj:H::::]:~t~::·~r~;:::~·'::;:'.:::::·:':~:~::::::~;<;~:::;:::::~::~:::::~:;:::::;~:;:;.:::~:~:::::::;::,c.... concert, the tickets will be $22.50 each. The doors open at 8: 15 p.m.
Blues Traveler is working on their next studio release which is anticipated to be
...........
made available to the public in early 200 I. Loyal f~ns have anticipated a new album for some
•.•. :•.•.:.,,:.:.::~;.o.;.:.:....
time. Ever since the passing of founding member and bass player Bob Sheehan in
.
.::::<~:~:.~..:::"'.:.. 1999, Blues Traveler has not released any new material. "Straight On Till Mom. ,:;:: ing" was the group's last release in 1997. After gaining two new members (including bass player Tad Kinchla), the group embarked on a five-week headlining tour of
the U.S. To hear previews of multiple new songs and also old favorites, fans should
.;.;.:.
mark the date of the concert at the House of Blues on calendars and purchase tickets
.",,~:. .:.:. . . early.
.
Though the Chanticleer did not have a chance to interview the band before deadline due to the group's scheduling conflicts, fans can visit http://www.bluestraveler.com to fmd out the
latest news on the
bios of the new members.
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Between Belks (, K-Mart

Think about it!
What you really want in a graduate studies
experience

IS

an excellent education in a great town.

In fact. now is the time you need to be applying for
fall admission to the University of Char eston, S.C;:.
Our affordable tuition .. .inviting surroundings ....
friendly people ... exceptional programs and professors ...
all combine to create an atmosphere of learning and'

(U-WIRE) - For most studen
e-mail is a fast and ea way to
communicate ith friends and family in a private one-on-one manner.
But students' e-mail privacy might
be limited with the emergence of a
FBI surveillance system.
Carnivore, an electronic surveillance system used by the FBI,
gathers electronic mail ent to and
from criminal suspects.
Despite a list of criteria that
must be met before enacting electronic surveillance, many peopl
worry that beside intercepting
messages from criminal suspects,
the system will intercept messag
from and invade the privacy of innocent peopl -- including UniverSity studen .
"(The Carnivore system) g
into i sues of privacy and th
Founh Amendmen ," aid Joel
Samaha, a sociology professor familiar with criminal issues.
The U.S. Constitution's Fourth
Amendment guarantee "the right
of the people to be secure in their

personal growth.

Graduate Programs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountancy
Bilrngual legal Interpreting
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
English
Environmental Studies
History

•
•
•
•

Marine Biology
Mathematics
Public AdmlOistration
SCience & Math Education
for Teachers
• Special Education

k 'LJ • • I• •

,~r

o edb
The University of
Charleston, S. C is
the graduate school
ofthe CoUege of
Charleston.

Charleston
Soflth CII""lifUJ

1M GraJlUIk ScItool lit 1M COU~

To view a
catalog call,
write, or visit
our web site.

of ClunUston

The Graduate School Office
Suite 3 10. Randolph Hall

University of Charleston, S.c.
Charleston. SC 29<42<4
(&043) 953-561 <4
http://univchas.cofc.edu
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Double Feature: Outdoor Movies
Thursday Oct. 26 Prince Lawn
Begins at 7 PM
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- OR
Join Us Every Tuesday
at 4 PM in
Student Center Rm. 204
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Chanticleer
[CD REVIEW]

Blackeyed Peas changi g
the face of hip-hop

B ' Beth Roddick
taffwriter

By Kevin Lee
Daily Californian
(U. California-Berkeley)
(V-WIRE) BERKELEY, Calif. Black Eyed Peas, innocuou I • and
subtly so, re creating a ne\' ubgenre \ Ithin hip-hop.
Along with Slum Village, the
group is creating a new discipline,
one where the vocal aspect of songs
takes a diminished role. Hip-hop
has always placed the MC on top.
where the rapper's lyrics takes center stage; beats and background
music stay in a supporting role. Yet,
Black Eyed Peas are flipping that
paradigm around.
They're not the first to do so.
Plenty ofles talented rappers have
resorted to ellingthe beats as their
best attribute (see Snoop Doggy
Dogg. Doggystyle). But Black Eyed
Peas (along with Slum Village) are
intentionally shifting the role of the
rapper from frontman to equal
• member of the band (and yes, they
do u e a band) with no higher priority than a keyboardi tor drummer.
Through the use of simple

rhymes and meter on Bridging the
Gap, the band mana e 0 ep the
mernb rs all on th am Ie' r. The
bare lyric, to put it bluntl) su ,
but the.,.' complement the other elemen of the trac nicel ~ The
rhyme are repetitive (the often
rh me u ing the arne ord, or just
flat out n.::peat line ). in effect creating repeating loop in th ir lyrics which complement the repeating loop in the bea To make it all
work, their production is top-notch.
Thus, Ii teners probably will not
enjoy this album by focu ing just
on the lyrics - each track hould b
taken in as a whole instead.
So due to these weak lyrical
styling , the production (mo tl '
done by Black Eyed Peas themselves) mu t be trong, but Bridging the Gap does not accompli h
this on every track. On song like
"Hot," "Lil' Lil'," "On My Own"
and "Release," it"works very nicely.
But on others, the. production is
average and tracks suffer because
of it. A hidden track at the end of
the CD ounds much livelier. Of
course. that's to be ·expected in a
remix.
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Freshman Class
President - Matt Czvernyek
Senator - Kristin Kiernan

ophomore Class
President - Jenn Overholt
Senator - Shawn Passwaters

Junior Class
President - Devra Blanden
Senator - Heather Young

Senior Class
President K. T. Mathery
Senator - To be appointed

For more information, contact the
Student Government Association
at 349-2355. SGA meets every
Monday at 3 p.m. in Wall 309.

You

ME CORI>IAtiY IMl/7E1> TO HNE !>INNER
WITH A C~ OF 5U5PECT5 IN A MURDER, ANI>
OUT WHO Jill> IT !WI> WHY.
WHEN.- OCTOB~R 25TH OR
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Seniors weigh risks,. rewards of
By Eric S. Barr
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.)
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE,
Mass. - For students with backgrounds in computer science,
Internet startup companies - with
their exotic stock options, sky-high
signing bonuses and bright prospects - have long presented attractive career opportunities after
graduation.
But some are discovering that
the picture can sometimes be less
rosy than it seems. Just ask the
Harvard University graduates who
were hired at the end of the last
-academic year by MicroStrategy. a
software company in Vienna, Va.
- at least a dozen, one graduate
estimates.
Like many other tech companies, MicroStrategy found its stock
plunging this spring. Still, the recent graduates who had received job
offers were told not to worry because their jobs would not be af• fected, according to The Washington Post.
But just weeks before they were
to begin work, 236 college graduates who had accepted job offers
were abruptly terminated - after
having turned down other compa-

nies.
"People were upset when they
had to completely change their
plans," said one member of the
Oass of 2000. "They had housing
and everything and were all set to
start work."
Former MicroStrategy employees signed non-disclosure agreements with the company and declined to comment.
The MicroStrategy story is not
unfamiliar to students venturing
into the high-tech world. Mter
years of seemingly limitless growth,
many Internet companies have
been forced to face the realities of
business.
A report published by
Webmergers.com in August revealed that of 238 startup companies profiled, 41 shut down this
year, 83 withdrew plans for initial
public offerings (IPOs) and nearly
30 had been sold in "fire sales" after running short of cash.
But despite the sea of uncertainty associated with startups,
many students are sticking by
them. Computer science concentrators and others say the excitement
of working at a potentially lucrative dot -com is wortll the risk.
"I think some people are really

attracted to the experience you get
working 50 feet away from the
company founder," David J. Mitb
'0 I says. "The hope is the risk)
produces some gains, both in tenn
of experience and financiall ~"

GAMBLI GO

GREATNESS
Last summer, Mitby, a computer science concentrator, worked
at a technology startup called
Tellme Networks.
Mitby says he met Tellme's vice
president of production at last
year's dedication of the MaxwellDworkin building. Tellme's CEO
visited Harvard that ovember,
and after meeting him, Mitby decided Tellme would be a stimulating place to work.
"Tellme builds infrastructure for
the telephone network, not just the
computer network," he says. "It is
a unique way to look at an old medium." Mitby says he views Tellme
as less of a risk than other startup
because it has big-name backers
and founders who have already
been successful in the computer
industry.
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Radford Volleyball Still Perfect in the Big
South Conference
The Radford volleyball team continues to dominate
the League in volleyball, sweeping all three of its
League matches last week to improve to 5-0 in
Conference. The Highlanders picked up wins over
UNC Asheville, Liberty and previously undefeated
Winthrop to stay atop the Conference standings.

Lambert Leads Coastal to Three Wins
Jeanne Lambert led Coastal Carolina to three
wins last week, spearheading the Chants' offensive
and defensive attacks. Named the volleyball Player
of the Week for her efforts, she posted three double
digit kill matches, totaling 37 kills in just ~ight .
games. She also had 46 digs on the week, Inclu~lng
a 28-dig performance at Elon. She scored 11 kills
while committing just one error at High Point for
an attacking percentage of .667.

Lona's Stops Earn Player of the Week
Award
High Point's Eric Lona made several key stops in
goal to earn the Player of the Week award in men's
soccer. The sophomore goalkeeper shutout
Conference rival UNC Asheville, then made key
stops down the stretch to preserve a 3-2 win for
High Point over East Carolina.

Sisson Shoots Game-Winner, Nets Award
Elon's MacI<enzie Sisson posted a game-winning
goal to lift the Phoenix to a win over UNC
Asheville and keep Elon undefeated in the Big
South Conference. Sisson's goal also gave the
Bulldogs their first Conference loss of the season.
She was named the Big South women's soccer
Player of the Week.

Elon Remains Undefeated in League Play in
Women's Soccer
The Phoenix, who struggled early in the season
ur'ng their non-Conference schedule, have stepped
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it up for Conference play. The defending Big
South Conference champions were 3-0 after last
weekend in Big South gaines. In fact, the Phoenix
have not allowed a goal to be scored on them in
Conference games.

Fall Championships Approaching
The Big South Conference fall championships are
approaching. Cross Country will be ~eld i~
.
Charleston on October 28. Women s soccer will
be played at Radford University beginning
October 26 with the championship on October 28.
Men's soccer will be one week later, beginning on
November 2, with the championships on
November 4 at Liberty University. Volleyball will
be played at High Point University from
November 17-18. Men's and women's soccer and
volleyball will all be TotalCast through the Big
South website. Go to www.BigSouthSports.com
for. more information.

E-mail Newsletter Returns to Bring Fans
latest Big South News
For the second straight year, the Big South
Conference will offer an E-mail Newsletter to its
fans. The newsletter, delivered weekly during
basketball season and bi-weekly in the fall and
spring, is free of charge and brings all the latest Big
South news directly to a fan's computer. To sign up
for the E-mail Newsletter, visit
www.BigSouthSports.com. And while you're there,
don't forget to check out statistics and uR-to-date
stories on your favorite Big South team.
Weekly Releases Available Online
The Big South's Conference weekly sports releases
are now available online in PDF Format. Visit
BigSouthSports.com to download the reports, which
contain notes, Players of the Week and results from
around the League.
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Cross country pac
By Rebecca Parker
sports editor
To some, running may not be a
favorable or enjoyable pastime, but
to the cross-country and track
teams at Coastal, it is their sport of
choice.
Cross-country is not just about
who is the fastest; it takes endurance and strategy to be competitive. Going into the Auburn Invitational, they emphasized a pack
attack strategy. They ran against
many SEC schools, and their plan
paid off. Coastal finished tenth out
of 22 teams, ahead of some SEC
schools including South Carolina
and LSU.
The top five runners for Coastal
were within 42 seconds of each

other, and many women ran personal record times. Robyn Ritter
led the three-woman punch
through the field, and she finished
30th with a time of 18:24. Freshman Swede Lisa Haglund ran her
race in 18:30, a personal record for
her. Kara Koppel rounded out with
a run of 18:41 and fmished 41 st.
Marlsa Ryan, Valerie Echevarria,
and Aaryn Munson ran close or
better to their previous personal
records as weD.
The women's cross-country
team gained a lot of confidence
from this meet, which will lead
them into the championship season. They headed to the State
Championship this past weekend at

Furman.
The men's cross-country squad

competed on Sep 30 a Campbell.
The finished fourth with a total
of 90 points, one point behind
third place. Sophomore Jason
Andrews was the top Coastal finisher in 7th place with a fini hing

time of 26:44. Chri Feis wa cIo
behind in 9th, and Will Keown and
Jon Kopay finished 22nd and 23rd
respectively. Aaron Beck rounded
out the top five fini hing 31 t.
The men are looking to defend
their State Champion ip tid
when they travel to Furman.
The track and field quad has
been busy as well. They had th ir
fall time trial on Oct. 7.
Some great performance were
turned in by Courtney Samuel in
the 500 (1 :24.38), but he was unable to beat out the top three fin·
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Squad vie for
• •
competItIon
id
By Rebecca Parker
sports editor
The cheerleading squad at
Coastal has been putting in numerous hours in the gym. They are
practicing and lifting weights in
preparation, not only for the upcoming basketbaD season, but also
for competition.
With a new coach at the helm,
the squad is working hani to get a
bid for the CA ationals. Mike
Court, the coach, comes to Coastal
with years of experience in CA
competition
and
college
cheerleading at Austin Peay University.
The) will not be doing the
"same old thing" as the last few
years. The squad will be performing more stunts and stepping up the
difficulty level of their perfor-

mances.
The members of the squad include the follOwing: Chris Prosser,
co-captain; Roger Brown, co-captain; Bradley Aleshire, Arthur Ashe
Jatana Brown, Leigh Crawford,
Bryan Decker, Amy Fujiwara,
Kristin Gibbons, Brett Hysinger,
Toni James, Gregg Johnson, Kelly
McGrady, Ashlee Mitchell, Sean
Passwaters, Ashle Ransford and
Lauren Wilburn.
The squad i not the only ones
that are vying for a CA bid for
competition. Jatana Brown and
Chris Prosser are stunt partners that
are working towards a seperate
CA competition from the team.
So look out for their high-flying and stunt filled action in the
next few months at the men's basketball games.
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VOLLEYBALL
vs. Charleston Southern, Wed. Oct. 4, 7 PM
vs. Liberty, Fri. Oct. 13, 7PM

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Moose soon to be let loose
By Rebecca Parker
sports editor

No, there will not be antlered
animals wandering around campus,
but there will be an 'f\ntlered Wonder" sitting in the athletic director's
chair at Coastal.
In a press conference last week,
Warren" Moo e" Koegal was named
for the athletic director position
and he will begin his duties Jan. 1,
2001.
Koegel comes to Coastal from
the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga, ~vhere he served as
associate athletic director for the
Moccasins. "I am extremely pleased
that Warren Koegel has been selected by Coastal Carolina for its
athletic director position," said L.
Oval Javnes, athletic director at
UTe. "He has been a valued employee for the Mocs athletics during his tenure here. 1 know he will
be missed bv all, but we wish him
much succe~s at Coastal. "
There were initially about 130
candidates who applied for the position, after former director Dave
Blank stepped down in July. Professor Edgar Dyer has acted as interim athletic director since Blank's
departure. Koegel was chosen after being evaluated by a screening
committee and imput from athletic
administrators, faculty and CINO
Club members.

DI.nne Sprinkle/photo editor

Warren "Moose" Koegel speaks with members of the Coastal administration before the press conference announcing his appointment as
athletic director.

"I just felt that he had the experience and the leadership abilities," President Ronald Ingle said.
"Warren brings a unique combination of experience, which will serve
Coastal well as our athletic programs grow and as we prepare to
add football in 2003."

"He is the kind of man who will
work until the job gets done," said
J. Erik Gray, a former employee of
Koegels. "His door was always
open. It seemed a lot of the time
he was spending time with studentathletes and sharing experiences
and offering guidance." Koegel

mentioned his open door policy at
the press conference, and he hopes
students will feel free to stop by
and say hello.
Koegel's list of qualifications
and accomplishments is a long one,
especially when football is concerned. He has served on the football coaching staffs at the University of Connecticut, Rutgers University, and Wyoming University.
This was after playing in the National Football League from 19711976. He played with the Oakland
Raiders, St. Louis Cardinals and
New York Jets.
"I have a great background. So
many people added to that," Koegel
said in the pres conference. One
of these would be legendary coach
Joe Paterno. Koegel played for him
at Penn State where he earned hi
bachelor' degree in 1971. Under
Paterno, he was a third team AIlAmerican and played on two Orange Bowl champion teams. Koegel
also played in the Hula Bowl, EastWest Shrine Game, and the College
All-Star game during his college
career. His senior year he received
Penn State's Dedicated Player and
Outstanding Senior Awards.
Once arriving at Coastal, Koegel
will be joined by his wife, Elaine,
an educator, and his I 7-year old
daughter, Kathryn. She is a 'senior'
in high school, and her father is
trying to convince her to attend
CCU.

